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Armed and Dangerous: 
The Ultimate Battle Plan for Targeting 

and Defeating the Enemy
by John Ramirez

  1.  John, you understand at a much deeper level the kind of warfare we face as  
believers. Tell us a bit of your story and how you came to faith in Christ.

  2.  What kind of spiritual warfare did you face after choosing to reject Satan and  
follow Jesus?

  3.  You say that the Church today reminds you of the valley of dry bones mentioned in 
the book of Ezekiel. How do you mean?

  4.  You tell believers to take an inventory of their “warehouse.” What does that look 
like? How does that relate to Satan’s warfare against us?

  5.  Many of the things you’re describing can tempt believers to fear instead of live in 
faith. Give a charge for us to rise up and claim our territory from Satan.

  6.  You say it’s important to guard our minds. Tell us what influences we should  
keep out.

  7. How can we recognize the attacks and lies of Satan?

  8.  Sometimes our past can be an open door for Satan to attack us. How can we pray 
and stay focused on Jesus rather than our past?

  9. Tell us about the seven weapons of our warfare:
      •  the name of Jesus
      •  the blood of Jesus
      •  the Word of God
      •  speaking in tongues
      •  prayer
      •  praise and worship
      •  pulling down strongholds

10.  You say that Satan targets our children. How can we protect them using our  
authority in Jesus?

11.   John, what would it look like if the Church stepped into her calling and did  
spiritual battle against the forces of darkness?
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